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Prison newspaper stories capture the quotidian atmosphere of the penitentiary as it is

lived and understood by people confined there. This article analyzes a newspaper

produced since 2001 at a state prison for women in the northeastern United States. The

publication comes out of a journalism class taught by the author and a colleague, and is

produced entirely by inmates of the prison. After situating the prison newspaper as a tool

of ideological struggle, the article uses symbolic convergence theory to provide a fantasy

theme analysis of the texts and to illuminate the rhetorical vision they create for their

authors and audiences. The newspaper expresses inmates’ struggles to overcome the

degradations of confinement with spirituality, compassion, pragmatism, and even

humor.
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I wonder, how many has this bed slept . . .
I wonder, how many has this bed wept . . .
I wonder, how many has this bed kept . . .
I wonder how many souls this bed has met . . .
I wonder, if memories keep . . . will I at last weep

For me?

(‘‘This Bed,’’ Insight */the newspaper which is the focus of this

article)
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Introduction

Historically, some societies have regarded prisons as reformatories for wrongdoers,

while others have considered them a means of punishment for lawbreakers. In recent

decades, public policy in the United States has unreservedly embraced the latter view.

Since the 1970s, Franklin suggests, citizens have supported

the unrestrained growth of the prison system, harsh mandatory sentences, a ‘‘lock

’em up and throw away the key’’ media campaign, ‘‘three strikes and you’re out’’

laws, a stampede toward capital punishment, the creation of ‘‘supermax’’

penitentiaries, and abandonment of all pretense that prison should be designed

for rehabilitation. (Franklin, 1998, p. 15)

Consequently, the nation’s incarceration rates have more than tripled in the last 20

years (Maguire & Pastore, 2002), and the U.S. now incarcerates more of its own

citizens than any other country in the world (The Sentencing Project, 2003). Today,

one in every 143 adults in the United States is incarcerated in a state or federal prison

or a local jail, the majority convicted of non-violent offenses (Harrison & Beck,

2003). More than 2.1 million men and women are imprisoned, while another 4.7

million are on probation or parole (U.S. Department of Justice, 2003). In addition,

the criminal justice system’s racially discriminatory rates of arrest, conviction, and

sentencing (Harrison & Beck, 2003), its brutal handling of incarcerated women

(Human Rights Watch, 1996), and the neglect of pandemics of tuberculosis, AIDS,

and hepatitis among inmates (Farmer, 2002) are earning the condemnation of human

rights groups around the world.

Prison newspapers reflect the everyday realities of this situation. In these

publications, incarcerated people describe their own subjection and the determining

power of the criminal justice system*/the experiences of their bodies and minds

behind bars and barbed wire; their interactions with fellow prisoners, guards,

administrators, and the courts; the turning points that led them to prison and

that will shape their futures when they return to society. The stories in prison

newspapers capture the quotidian atmosphere of the penitentiary as it is lived and

understood by the people confined there. The public forum they construct is precious

to their writers and audiences, and important also to scholars of communication and

media.

This article illuminates the world of a state prison for women through interpretive

textual analysis of a prison newspaper. The newspaper was established in 2001 at a

state prison for women in the northeastern U.S. The publication comes out of a

journalism class taught by the author and a colleague, and is produced entirely by

inmates of the prison. After situating the prison newspaper as a tool of ideological

struggle, I use symbolic convergence theory to provide a fantasy theme analysis of the

texts and illuminate the rhetorical vision they create for their authors and audiences.

Constructing a rhetorical vision of ‘‘Heaven, hell, and here,’’ the newspapers tell a tale

of intense suffering, but also express inmates’ struggle to overcome the degradations

of confinement with spirituality, compassion, pragmatism, and even humor.
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Prison newspapers and ideological struggle

Fiske (1989) argues that dominant institutions and actors in a society have the ability

to construct the common sense of that social order in a way that supports their own

interests. ‘‘Their power is the power to have their meaning of self and of social

relations accepted or consented to by the people’’ (p. 9). When subjugated people

attempt to challenge the dominant definitions with meanings of their own, they are

committing acts of defiance, for any alternative expression of meanings that

establishes social differences ‘‘maintains and legitimates those meanings and those

differences’’ (Fiske, 1993, p. 9).

Oppositional expressions of meaning sometimes take the form of ‘‘outsider

journalism,’’ a form of alternative media created by groups that are not only

overlooked by the mainstream media, but also marginalized and despised by society.

Historically, outsider journalism has emerged from populations with a dramatic sense

of alienation, a sense of themselves as pariahs or outlaws. Scholarship on outsider

journalism has focused on publications produced, among others, by prisoners

(Gaucher, 2002; Morris, 2002; Novek, 2005), militant gays and lesbians (Streitmatter,

1995), dissident GIs in the Vietnam War (Lewes, 2001), gay men with AIDS (Long,

2000), and homeless people (Howley, 2003; Torck, 2001).

Outsider journalism creates alternative public spheres for publication of the views,

opinions, and perspectives of marginalized constituencies (Howley, 2003). Operating

outside the norms and standards of mainstream media, such publications build

community among their audiences out of the common experiences of adversity and

outlaw status. Outsider journalism can be characterized by a tenacious insistence on

its own value despite the recognition of the outcast position of its authors. It

privileges the lived experience and authentic expression of its authors’ voices over

other forms of expression. These periodicals offer their writers identity, a sense of

agency in the face of oppression, and connection to a similarly situated audience.

Prison newspapers are a form of outsider journalism that involves the creation of

alternative meanings by people who are not only dominated, but also disenfranchised

and suppressed*/as Gaucher (2002) calls them, the ‘‘silenced majority.’’ Prisoners are

fully encompassed by the institutions in which they live. Foucault (1979) observed that

prisons seek to manage and monitor human behavior absolutely; they assume absolute

authority over incarcerated people, controlling their bodies, restricting every aspect of

their conduct and work, and dictating their mental, moral, and spiritual attitudes, in

some cases for their entire lives. The rule and value systems that manage prisoners do

not acknowledge their humanity or value; rather, they are motivated by society’s desire

to isolate and categorize deviant behavior in order to control and punish it.

In the face of such domination, prison newspapers function as notable, if modest,

demonstrations of inmate agency. According to historian James McGrath Morris

(2002), the first known prison newspaper in the United States appeared in 1800; a

New York attorney used the aptly named Forlorn Hope to crusade against debtors’

prisons while he was locked up in one. Over time, prison newspapers have struggled

to be instruments of prison reform and prisoners’ rights, particularly the right to be
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heard (Morris, 2002). For example, the Prison News Service , which operated from

1980 to 1996 in Toronto, focused on the practices and politics of imprisonment and

prisoners’ accounts of their repression (Gaucher, 2002). The Prison Legal News ,

published by civilian volunteers but edited by inmates of the Washington State

Reformatory, informed inmates of their rights under the law and helped them in their

legal battles while incarcerated (Morris, 2002). The Angolite , published at the

infamous Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola, won a George Polk Award for its

frank and graphic exposé of rape and sexual violence in prison.

Gaucher (1999, 2002) observes that the penal press was widely appreciated in the

United States and around the world after World War II. High-profile dissidents like

Alexander Solzhenitsyn of Russia and Brendan Behan of Ireland were celebrated for

prison memoirs of political resistance, while Jean Genet of France and Chester Himes

of the United States became well-known for novels portraying common criminals in

the penal system (Gaucher, 2002). The beginnings of an international network of

penal editors and writers contributed to increased public interest in prison writings.

In the 1960s and 1970s, however, as the writings of American prisoners began to take

a more political and critical tone, U.S. prison officials and judges cracked down on

what they saw as a threat to the social order. They moved to censor and suppress

inmate writers, barring prisoners from contact with the news media and banning or

curtailing prison publications (Gaucher, 1999).

In 1979, after David Berkowitz, the ‘‘Son of Sam’’ killer, appeared poised to earn

high fees for a book deal related to his crimes, public outcry led the New York

legislature to pass a law redirecting any profits from the book to victims’ families

(Timmons, 1995). Similar remedies, called ‘‘Son of Sam’’ laws, sprang up around the

country in an effort to stop prisoners from making money from their prison writings,

although Timmons (1995) notes that most have been found unconstitutional.

Ongoing efforts by state legislatures continue to stifle prison writers, even after

probation, and even when their writings are not based on the crimes they committed

(Timmons, 1995). A recent example of this was the lawsuit brought by the state of

Connecticut against eight inmates whose writings were published in 2003 in an edited

collection by Wally Lamb; the suit was settled with the inmates agreeing to (re)pay the

state part of its costs for imprisoning them (Singer, 2004).

Hamilton (1993) contends that alternative newspapers form ‘‘a cultural site at

which various institutions, social formations, and ideologies are dynamically,

contentiously, and always tentatively negotiated’’ (p. 255). Prison newspapers,

although they face great constraints, are sites where the competing ideologies

surrounding the meaning of prison in U.S. society struggle with each other. They also

contain the discursive and self-reflexive resistance of an oppressed population

‘‘sharing a unique history and destiny’’ (Steiner, 1983, p. 4) and struggling for a sense

of solidarity and support. However, while the phenomenon of contemporary prison

writing per se continues to be well examined by scholars of literature, criminal justice,

and sociology (see Davies, 1990; Dowd, 1996; Franklin, 1998; Lamb et al., 2003;

Scheffler, 2002; and numerous others), the surviving internal publications of

prisoners*/newspapers, magazines, newsletters*/are largely overlooked.1
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The Limits of Journalistic Freedom in Custody

Erving Goffman (1961), in analyzing asylums and prisons as total institutions, found

prison newspapers to be somewhat toothless, because they require the good will of

penal authorities to survive. Sneed and Stonecipher (1986) note that a prisoner’s

opportunity to take part in the creation of an institutional publication is mainly ‘‘a

privilege extended by prison authorities for good behavior’’ (p. 54). Corrections

officials who tolerate such publications may view them as a way of keeping inmates

busy, co-opting criticism, and making their institutions appear progressive to

outsiders (Novek, 2005). It is true that relatively few prison newspapers are openly

oppositional; to the contrary, as Morris (2002) observes, prison journalists must

decide ‘‘whether to be the inmates’ advocate, an independent chronicler, or the

administration’s mouthpiece’’ (p. 14), and the self-interest that informs that decision

often muzzles them.

Sneed and Stonecipher (1986) see inmate newspapers as ‘‘a forum for limited

freedom of expression within a walled-off society where authoritarian rule presides’’

(p. 53). As such, inmate newspapers face a level of restraint unheard of in commercial

newspapers. The viewpoints expressed in some publications merely echo those of

their institutions’ administrations, Goffman remarked (1961); in exchange, the

authors receive modest recognition for their language skills and the right to voice

some complaints. In other publications, prisoners have spoken out bluntly and paid a

price for their honesty.

During their sentences, most inmates prefer to keep their heads down and stay

invisible, prison author Victor Hassine noted in an interview:

The minute you stand out for something, whether it’s good or bad, you’re going to
get people on one side of you or the other, and you can’t handle that in prison
because the guy that’s on the other side of you today may be insignificant,
tomorrow it may be the warden and you’re in trouble. (Gaucher, 1999, p. 110)

When inmates express themselves in writing, they stand out. Repressive wardens and

administrators have cracked down on critical writers and editors with solitary

confinement and other harsh penalties (Morris, 2002). Prison guards may join in the

punishment; McMaster (1999) notes that prison journalists face a constant threat of

retribution from custodial officers: ‘‘Chronic cell searches, harassment, censorship

and long-term segregation are all on the agenda’’ (p. 48). It is also common for prison

newspapers to be shut them down suddenly and arbitrarily.

During the last quarter of the 20th century, a number of cases involving inmates’

constitutional rights to a free press, freedom of association, and freedom of

expression passed through the courts (Morris, 2002), but the Supreme Court has

never definitively ruled against the censorship of prison newspapers. According to

Sneed and Stonecipher (1986), the federal courts have questioned the states’

‘‘unbridled authority’’ to regulate the content of prison publications (p. 53), but

they generally find the speech rights of prisoners less compelling than ‘‘the state’s

objectives of security, order and rehabilitation’’ (p. 50). To all intents and purposes,

Morris (2002) argues, this means that the courts tolerate censorship or suppression
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whenever a prison administration wants to impose it. Observing broader legislative

restrictions on inmate correspondence and authorship of all types for the last two

decades, Gaucher (1999) points to an ongoing trend toward ‘‘censorship as part of

the court sentence, and the definition of the writing, past or future, as part of the

offense’’ (p. 23) for increasing numbers of prisoners.

In addition to the threat of institutional censorship, prison journalists may also gag

themselves in fear of their readers. Disgruntled fellow inmates often view journalists as

snitches: ‘‘Not surprisingly, inmates are often sensitive about having a reporter,

especially one of their own, prowling about and writing things they would prefer

remain out of print’’ (Morris, 2002, p. 14). Prison writers routinely face physical and

psychological threats from inmates who want to stifle them out of the belief ‘‘that it is

taboo to openly discuss any aspect of our hidden society’’ (McMaster, 1999, p. 51). In a

1980 interview in Time , award-winning Louisiana prison journalist Wilbert Rideau

acknowledged the intimidation he faced from fellow inmates in writing his investigative

stories: ‘‘You’re in a world where everybody plays for keeps’’ (Morris, 2002, p. 166).

The growth of the incarcerated population is also silencing prisoners by making it

harder to sustain publication of inmate newspapers. Gloomily referring to prison

journalism as ‘‘an artifact of penal history’’ (p. 187), Morris (2002) observes that the

cost of housing an ever-increasing inmate population in recent decades is

contributing to the demise of prison newspapers around the country. Overcrowding

and violence have put many of the nation’s prisons into ‘‘virtually a perpetual

lockdown, preventing any inmate journalists from doing their work’’ (p. 188). As

their corrections budgets are stretched to breaking point, some states are even

considering reducing inmates’ daily rations; in such circumstances, the modest funds

necessary to print an inmate newspaper may be seen as frivolous. Though Morris

recorded the existence of almost 200 prison publications over time, he was only able

to establish that eight were still being published when his Jailhouse Journalism was

published in 2002.

Making Sense of the Prison Experience Together

Whether called newspapers, newsletters, magazines, or ’zines, outsider journalism

does not resemble commercial news publications. Outsider journalists often reject

conventions of mainstream journalism such as the use of ‘‘official sources’’ and the

stance of professional objectivity. For example, the authors of street newspapers

analyzed by Howley (2003) did not seek expertise from elected officials, business

leaders, or academics: ‘‘Rather, expert knowledge is constructed through and draws

upon the everyday lived experience of the working poor, the homeless and those who

work on their behalf. . . . Reporters recount incidents and conversations on street

corners, in social service offices, at soup kitchens and food banks’’ (pp. 284�/285).

In the early gay and lesbian press analyzed by Streitmatter (1995), essays about

personal experience, short stories, and poetry dominated the editorial content.

‘‘Other elements in the editorial mix included detailed descriptions of research

projects on homosexuality, as well as book reviews, lists of recent books and articles
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of interest to gay readers, and a letters to the editor section’’ (p. 439). When news

briefs began to appear, they were often accompanied by subjective comments from

the editors, who encouraged readers to express their opinions as well.

Such personal expressions have been a common feature of outsider journalism. In

the 19th century, Steiner (1992) observed, women established independent media to

express and dramatize their interests, ‘‘to nourish and defend an identity that imbues

their lives with meaning’’ (p. 121). These publications offered solidarity and practical

advice for social change. ‘‘They taught suffragists how to argue and defend

themselves, why to sacrifice, when to renounce. They explained and exhorted.

They celebrated both the togetherness of this community and its apartness from

larger society’’ (Steiner, 1983, p. 4).

Like other forms of outsider journalism, prison newspapers allow their creators

and audiences to share small acts of defiance within the larger context of their

subjugation. These acts of resistance offer the possibility of growth and new ways of

seeing. Freire (1980) notes that many oppressed people ‘‘have adapted to the structure

of domination in which they are immersed, and have become resigned to it’’ (p. 32).

Conditioned to fear freedom, he argues, oppressed people must learn new ways of

envisioning themselves in relation to others. Even within the most threatening

structures of domination, Conquergood (1995) argues, ‘‘people in myriad and

creative ways carve out space for resisting, contesting, subverting authority, and

refurbishing their own identity and dignity’’ (p. 85). Once imagined, Fiske (1989)

observes, the ‘‘interior resistance of fantasy’’ (p. 10) does more than just allow people

to evade the dominant constructions that oppress them*/it also provides them with

a basis for social action and external resistance to dehumanizing treatment.

The dawning of this resistance may be understood through Bormann’s (1982)

symbolic convergence theory, where convergence refers to the way that certain

processes of communication allow ‘‘two or more private symbolic worlds [to] incline

towards each other, come more closely together, or even overlap’’ (p. 51). Drama-

based messages known as ‘‘fantasy themes’’ tap into a group’s common experiences or

sets of interpretations, and are repeated and imparted in ways that feel important and

exhilarating to participants (Stone, 2002). Such symbolic sharing, Bormann (1982)

argues, structures a shared social reality for the participants that enables social action.

Inmate journalists do much more than describe the bleak realities of prison.

Through discourse, they construct multiple meanings of prison life for themselves

and their audiences. Stories and articles written by inmates highlight common

themes and repeat dramatizing messages about familiar contextual truths. Over time,

they create a rhetorical vision, which Bormann (1982) defines as ‘‘a unified putting-

together of various shared scripts which provides a broader view of a culture’s social

reality’’ (p. 52). By allowing incarcerated people to imagine and construct meanings

of self and social relations that they appreciate and benefit from, prison journalism

may provide a tool for transformation.

This article provides a fantasy theme analysis of a prison newspaper and explores

the symbolic convergence of its messages. It describes how the rhetorical vision

created by one newspaper, produced at a state prison for women, allows inmates to
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create or sustain survivor identities and build community with one another under the

most oppressive conditions. When these prisoners share their rhetorical vision of

‘‘Heaven, hell, and here,’’ they become what Bormann (1982) calls a ‘‘rhetorical

community.’’ That is, the recognition of their shared fate binds them together in

understanding and solidarity. This article describes how a prison newspaper gives

voice to incarcerated women and bears witness to the effects of imprisonment on

their lives. It also illuminates some of the ways in which the newspaper empowers its

creators and audiences to endure and transcend the prison experience.

Methodology: Producing and Analyzing a Prison Newspaper

Communication scholars are increasingly aware of the need to draw public attention

to prisons while also engaging with the plight of inmates inside them. A growing

number (including Conquergood, 2002; Hartnett, 1998; Valentine, 1998; and others)

have worked in prisons as volunteer educators and civil rights advocates. In

September of 2001, in partnership with a fellow communication professor, I began

teaching a journalism class at a minimum- to maximum-security facility in the

northeastern United States. The institution, called Clara Barton State Prison for

Women here, is home to approximately 1,100 women. It is located in rolling

countryside, about an hour’s drive from a large city and just off a heavily trafficked

interstate highway. The facility has a minimum-security wing, a maximum-security

wing, and a treatment wing for mentally ill and drug-addicted inmates.

A prison term does little to equip a woman with economic survival skills for use

when she leaves the institution; rather, it is likely to damage whatever social capital

and emotional reserves she may possess. Incarceration suddenly and traumatically

separates many women from their children and families, and exiles them from their

own communities. At the same time, prison routines appear structured to undermine

any sense of trust or cooperation that may develop among inmates. Elsewhere, I have

theorized that the social routines of news making may be used by at-risk youth to

cultivate a sense of community and make a difference in their lives (Novek, 1995).

Similarly, I anticipated that the prison journalism class would offer participants an

instrument for self-expression, an enhanced sense of self-efficacy, social support, and

a chance to build proficiencies in writing, research, editing, and desktop publishing

that might some day enhance their employment options.

The prison had sponsored an inmate newspaper intermittently in the past, but the

most recent publication, essentially a one-woman operation, had died out when its

editor got into trouble a few years back; this new initiative would eventually expose

more than 100 women to the technical skills of journalism. The twice-monthly classes

covered news judgment, developing story ideas, writing in news style, interviewing,

opinion writing, editing, grammar, spelling and punctuation, page design, and the

use of word processing and layout software. Students were encouraged to write news

articles that focused on the facts of their daily lives and experiences. Occasionally,

passionate debates would take place on current events or controversial stories from

the mainstream press.
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More than 80 women inmates took part in the classes during the project’s first two

and a half years. They were free to join or drop out as they wished; some only came to

class once or twice, and some remained actively engaged during the entire period

described here. After an initial development stage, the classes began producing a

regular monthly newspaper. Called here Insight , it contained news and feature

articles, opinion columns, personal narratives, poetry, recipes, puzzles, and cartoons.

(A detailed description is found below.) Between September 2001 and January 2004,

the journalism classes produced 16 issues of the newspaper.

The focus of this article is the body of texts published in Insight during the first 30

months of the prison journalism project. In February 2004, I obtained a census of the

16 issues produced to that date, consisting of 610 articles, and subjected them to a

preliminary content analysis.2 I identified the categories of subject matter covered by

the authors, the frequency with which these topics appeared in the newspaper, and

the rate of authorship among the most prolific contributors. Ernest Bormann’s

symbolic convergence theory was used as an analytical framework for in-depth

qualitative interpretive analysis of the broad fantasy themes that recur in the

published articles. These themes provided evidence of the rhetorical vision created by

the newspaper and the meaning of the texts for their authors.

As discussed above, issues of confidentiality are paramount in prison settings. To

protect the privacy of the participants, I have concealed the name and location of the

institution, the title of the publication, and the identities of the inmates whose

writings are quoted in this study. All names in the article are pseudonyms. At the time

of this writing, the newspaper continues to operate, and a number of inmates from

the class continue to take part in it.

Format and content of a prison publication

Insight is a publication produced by and for women serving time at the Clara Barton

prison, and is not intended for the eyes of civilians (though guards and civilian

employees read it too). Each issue of the 24- to 47-page publication is typed and

edited on a computer at Clara Barton. Stapled at one edge and decorated with clip-art

and fancy fonts, Insight resembles the home-made newsletters and fan magazines of

earlier decades. Occasional bursts of color ink highlight the cover, which the women

often choose to adorn with large clip-art illustrations with seasonal meaning, like an

eagle in July or a flower in May. Although the women wanted the publication to be

produced commercially on newsprint, to look like a real newspaper, the professors

were never able to arrange either permission or funding for this. Instead, Insight was

printed at a men’s prison on 8½- by 11-inch office paper provided by the state.

Inside, the papers displayed one to three items per page. Although the newspaper

staff sometimes had a hard time keeping track of all submissions and occasionally lost

articles, virtually every piece of writing submitted was printed. About one-third of the

articles in the sample followed at least some journalistic norms; they were fact-based

stories built on written reports, interviews, or the author’s eyewitness observation of

events. Another third were opinion columns, giving voice to the authors’ personal
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beliefs or attitudes. The remainder of the articles were unstructured personal

narratives, poetry, microwave recipes, and word puzzles. Photos were rare because

cameras are forbidden at the prison, but occasionally a civilian employee had

permission to take photos at special programs or visitor speeches, and these were

made available to the newspaper. Inmates occasionally produced drawings or

cartoons and these, along with creative fonts and more clip-art, decorated the

newspaper’s inside pages.

Many articles in Insight were contributed by the general population of the prison,

but members of the journalism class made up the foundation of the newspaper staff.

It was they who performed the editing and composition of the publication each

month. They were also its most prolific contributors. Looking at the frequency of

publication for authors hints at the newspaper’s importance in the lives of some

inmates. Of the more than 80 women who took part in the journalism classes over

two and a half years, 14 women produced 353 of the 610 articles, or 58% of the total.

The most productive writer was responsible for 9.3% of all the articles published in

the newspaper in its first two and a half years.

Another factor that contributed to the paper’s content was its leadership. As

various women cycled through the position of editor (sometimes appointed by

prison staff, sometimes volunteering for the job), their personalities lent the paper

distinctive tones. When a risk-taking inmate would take on the role of editor, her

influence would be seen in assertive editorializing and a preference for controversial

topics, such as prison health care, domestic violence, or flaws in the nation’s criminal

justice system. At other times, a more cautious woman would edit the publication,

and its flavor would grow less critical, even ingratiating. Maintaining a stable editorial

presence proved an almost impossible task; prison routines constantly disrupted

inmates’ jobs, living conditions, and custodial status (Novek, 2005). In addition,

inmates with volatile tempers and bruised egos squabbled over how they thought the

newspaper should look and read, and no editor was able to maintain a coherent

editorial voice for very long.

The editor’s job was not an easy one. Many of the articles submitted for publication

were filled with misspellings and errors in grammar and punctuation.3 Yet the writers

resisted suggestions that any part of their articles should be edited or revised; when a

new issue of the prison newspaper came out, they would carefully scrutinize its pages,

looking for any changes to their work, which they found insulting. They were not

likely to accept these suggestions from the professors, either. When editing was taught

in the classes, some women would say that only the original author knew what she

meant and, therefore, no one else should suggest improvements to her work. These

writers fiercely protected their written pieces as extensions of themselves. Editors or

other members of the newspaper staff who took it upon themselves to correct errors

in grammar and spelling risked an angry confrontation.

Where journalistic norms appear in the paper at all, they may have been due in

part to the presence of the author and her colleague. We encouraged the women to

write about anything that interested them, but stressed the importance of factual

sources and solid reporting. We brought in newspaper articles, journalism textbooks,
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reference works, and other information resources for them to use. However, most of

the women were more comfortable writing in their own voices than citing sources;

they valued their own experiences more than the opinions of other people, especially

people deemed authorities, and felt that their heartfelt expressions were the best way

to reach out to their readers.

Without question, the most powerful influence on the newspaper’s content was

the superintendent’s censoring eye. When out of the hearing range of prison staff

or corrections officers, many inmates were highly derogatory about Clara Barton

prison’s policies and conditions. They complained about the stifling heat and lack

of ventilation in summer, the mailroom’s confiscation of letters and family photos,

life-threatening medical misdiagnosis and neglect, incompetent dental care, unclean

and contaminated food, crowded and unsanitary bathrooms, and other hardships.

But the journalists had to balance their desire to criticize in a public forum with

their fear of offending the superintendent and bringing punishment down upon

themselves. They knew the superintendent would read each issue of the newspaper

before it went to the printer and reject any materials deemed unacceptable. Such

complaints made for rowdy class discussions but rarely appeared as news articles;

and when they did, they were often pulled out of the newspaper by prison officials.

After a few issues, this censorship seemed to develop a predictable pattern: critical

news stories about broad topics, including the nation’s criminal justice system, drug

abuse, and domestic violence, were allowed to run unexpurgated. Articles that

criticized the prison administration or conditions at this specific institution were

likely to be censored. Several items were removed from each issue, including critical

articles and cartoons or images considered disrespectful (once, a clip-art of a flying

duck). Authors whose writings made the superintendent angry were sometimes yelled

at but, to my knowledge, none were punished to the degree reported in men’s prisons

with newspapers (Morris, 2002). However, as the superintendent began to delegate

responsibility for censoring the newspaper to staff members, censorship became more

erratic, with the focus shifting from spelling or grammatical errors to topical material

to certain forms of religious expression.

Informed by three years of participant observation, teaching at the prison, and

working closely with a number of the women on their writings, I identified 16 distinct

categories of subject matter in the articles published in the prison newspaper.

Following are brief descriptions of these individual topic areas, in descending order of

their prevalence:

1. Spiritual: Articles that focus on religion or a higher power. Most of the writings

analyzed here refer to Christianity or Islam, with a few references to Judaism,

yoga, or other beliefs.

2. General interest: Recipes, book reviews, and other neutral topics of the sort that

might be found in the back pages of a local commercial newspaper.

3. Programming: Fact-based coverage of events, classes, and educational or cultural

programs that have occurred at the prison.

4. Prison life: Descriptions of life experiences and general conditions behind bars.
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5. Self-help: Offers of emotional comfort, support, or advice, in an inspirational

tone where religion is not the primary emphasis.

6. Critique of society: Judgments of social ills, such as the prison system, drugs,

violence, politics, and other topics that affect society as a whole.

7. Medical: Reports or personal narratives about prison health care, whether

focused on inmate medical treatment in the U.S. in general or conditions at this

prison.

8. Family: Articles about families, children, and parenting, with advice about

parenting from prison or being separated from family members.

9. Confession: Accounts of the author’s experiences, background, crimes, or life

before incarceration.

10. Meta-coverage: Articles that pertain explicitly to the inmate newspaper itself,

such as discussions of its staff and procedures, calls for articles, and so on.

11. Legal issues: Laws and policies of special interest to inmates, such as mandatory

sentencing guidelines, custody rights, loss of voting rights, and so on.

12. Domestic violence: Reports about violence, abuse, or mistreatment by a family

member or romantic partner.

13. Staff profile: Interview-based articles about prison staff members. These were

likely to be seen as threats to security and removed by the superintendent.

14. Critique of the facility: Articles critical of specific policies or practices at this

prison. Only a few of these avoided expurgation.

15. Entertainment: Articles or puzzles with no news focus, meant only to amuse.

16. Inmate profile: Interview with an inmate. Very few of these were produced.

This initial discussion of the prison newspaper has described the appearance and

format of the publication and represented the variety of its themes and coverage; the

following qualitative interpretive analysis of its fantasy themes offers a deeper

exploration of the texts.

Heaven, Hell, and Here: Constructing the Prison in the Mind

According to Ernest Bormann (1982), a fantasy theme is a dramatizing message in

which characters engage symbolically in acts and settings somewhere other than the

‘‘here-and-now’’ of the people involved in the communication (p. 52). Fantasy

themes offer people a way to make their common experiences visible and shape them

into social knowledge. When fantasy themes are successful, the rhetorical vision they

generate allows people ‘‘to create community, to discuss their common experiences,

and to achieve mutual understanding’’ (p. 51).

As prisoners make meaning of the prison experience and express it in their

newspaper, the shared social knowledge they create builds a sense of community.

Using excerpts from representative newspaper articles to support my claims, I will

argue that inmate journalists create a rhetorical vision of ‘‘Heaven, hell, and here,’’

constructing the prison as a place of both torment and transcendence. The articles in

the inmate newspaper delineate the intense sufferings of incarcerated women while
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also highlighting their determination to overcome adversity with spirituality,

optimism, and resolve. The newspapers articulate the spirit of resistance, pragmatic

creativity, and even humor that enable some women to survive the prison experience.

The three fantasy themes identified here are not simply present in some of the

authors’ work; rather, they represent dominant premises that emerge repeatedly in

the newspaper content.

For some of the women writing articles for the prison newspaper, the prison seems

to represent a site of salvation. In the first recurrent fantasy theme, which I designate

‘‘heaven,’’ prison is portrayed as a place of transformation and transcendence. The

penitentiary is seen as a kind of hard-knocks boot camp experience of tough love that

rescues a woman from her weaker self and sets her on the path to righteousness and

hope. Articles referring to this theme suggest that being locked up actually offers a

troubled woman opportunities for personal development, temporary respite from her

vulnerability on the street, an ideal of female solidarity, and the possibility of religious

or spiritual enlightenment.

A writer using these narratives typically identifies herself as a lost soul, wandering

through her life in a daze of drugs or violence (or both) until some crisis precipitates

her arrest and conviction. Once incarcerated, the woman begins to examine her past

behaviors and the underlying emotional pain that caused them. She rejects these and

vows to reform herself, often embracing religion as a tool for this purpose. One

woman writes:

Was I arrested or rescued? Being on the streets, hanging out in places where danger

constantly lurked, using drugs and doing things that were not good for me, was

leading me to an early grave. Prison has given me a new understanding of what

freedom means. I was rescued from self-destruction.4

The endless conflict of inmate life and the arbitrariness of prison rules are seen by

some authors as catalysts that strengthen them and prepare them for greater

challenges in life:

Prison for me is one of the best places to make a positive change in one’s life. If you

can make it here, you can make it anywhere in the world. I say that because I have

been forced to deal with people from all walks of life. Every day is filled with the

unexpected, from the time I awake until bedtime. What is a rule today may change

tomorrow. People I laughed with in the morning may end up cussing me out by

night.

The authors of many such articles state that imprisonment allowed them to be

contemplative for the first time in their lives, initiating growth and transformation.

Some encourage their fellow inmates to educate themselves intellectually and

spiritually while incarcerated, so that they can be more worthy members of their

communities upon their release:

Being in prison can be used as a time of reflection on the changes you want to make

for yourself and give you an opportunity to implement them before you get out.

Time here can be used to develop skills that will help you be able to keep a job, or
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learn how to apply for a job. There may not be a whole bunch of opportunities in

prison, but there are more opportunities here than others have.

For many women, imprisonment involves painful separation from their loved

ones. Some whose writing reflects the fantasy theme of prison as ‘‘heaven’’ describe

discovering a sense of empathy and connection to other women inmates, a

recognition of their shared plight and social support that eases the loneliness of

incarceration. They describe the relief of coming to see what they hold in common

with fellow prisoners and reaching out to them for emotional encouragement and

advice. One writer describes a road trip with four other women taken to a public

hospital because they needed chemotherapy or tests that the prison hospital could

not provide. Despite their serious health conditions, the women are strip-searched

before and after the trip and chained and shackled while riding in the prison van.

Even so, the writer is able to feel uplifted by the experience:

We all hobble to the van, talking, laughing, finally on our way. We are talking,

sharing stories, and laughing, but we are all listening to each other. Stroke, tumors,

diabetes, cancer, it doesn’t matter to these fearless five what our illness is. We will
do the legwork and survive, even in here. . . . I feel the hope in these women and

pray that it will continue to grow and become contagious.

This pattern resonates with a fantasy theme identified by Bormann (1977) as

‘‘fetching good out of evil’’ (p. 181). In this fantasy theme, used by colonial preachers

in the 18th century, certain people are chosen by God but fail to live up to their

covenant. The people experience a time of troubles as the result of this sin, but the

troubles are seen as the working of God to bring his people back into the fold

(Bormann, 1977). In the prison newspaper Insight , the heroines of ‘‘heaven’’

narratives tend to be the authors themselves. They may have broken laws and hurt

others in the past, but the prison’s harsh mercies have forced them to look inside

themselves and repent. As their writings testify, out of the evil of prison comes the

good of repentance and the productive return to society.

If some writers are able to look past their sufferings to view the prison experience

in an optimistic light, others see it as a dreadful place with no redeeming potential.

The fantasy theme identified here as ‘‘hell’’ speaks to the women’s sense of loss of

identity, lack of emotional contact and support, feelings of guilt and worthlessness,

physical distress, and the merciless passage of time. For many women, the most

painful aspect of prison is their separation from families and loved ones. While

inmates experience physical pain and discomfort, their loss of connection to other

people causes the deepest damage. Newspaper articles articulate how the true ‘‘hell’’

of the prison experience lies in its heartlessness and isolation. ‘‘Prison life is a very

lonely life,’’ one woman writes. ‘‘You’re taken from comfort and consistency and

tossed into loneliness and pain. First comes shock, eventually acceptance, and finally

utter loneliness. Nothing is familiar, everyone is a stranger. You’re apart from your

family, and you have no friends.’’

Ritchie (2002) estimates that 75% of women in prison are mothers, and two-thirds

have children under the age of 18. Often, the forced separation of inmate mothers
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and their children has been sudden and unexpected, and prisoners’ longing for their

children is acute. ‘‘Whether the judge realized it or not, by far the greatest

punishment he inflicted on me was separating me from my children,’’ one inmate

wrote. In a wrenching first-person account, another young woman describes giving

birth to her son while serving a sentence and then having to relinquish the child to

the authorities after three days.

I only had three days to bond with (my son), but it was the best three days in my

life. . . . It’s the third day and we are ready to be released, except to different

destinations. I gave him all the kisses I could before leaving; it felt like my heart

wanted to stop. They finally took my son back to the nursery while they shackled

me to come back to prison.

Inmates face many difficulties in trying to maintain family contact. The prison is a

long journey from many of the women’s home towns, and visitors are crowded into

dirty transportation vans, screened through metal detectors, checked by drug-sniffing

dogs, and herded into crowded visitation areas where there is no privacy or touching.

Prisoners anticipating visitors get pat-searched before visits and strip-searched

afterwards. While this experience is ‘‘very humiliating and degrading,’’ one woman

writes, for most inmates, ‘‘the hardest thing is watching your family leave when you

can’t go with them.’’ Others write about the prohibitively high cost of collect phone

calls from the prison and difficulties in sending or receiving mail*/liberties taken for

granted by outsiders, but vitally important to incarcerated women.

Conversely, other writers have suffered because of family contact; as they serve

their time, memories of betrayals and cruelty from years ago surface, and the women

seek to purge these thoughts with the pen. Girshick (1999) notes that more than 40%

of incarcerated women report a history of physical or sexual abuse. Some authors

write poems to an abusive lover or describe beatings and other violence at the hands

of a parent. One writer describes how she had been molested by her grandfather as a

child, and now suspects that he had abused her cousins while she was locked up.

I have spent the last five years in prison. Why? Because my caretaker chose to abuse

me. . . . I will never give up trying to get my life together. I do wish, however, that I

had spoken out all those years ago. If I did, I would not be in prison and my abuser

would not be walking around jeopardizing other children’s lives as we speak.

Despite their emotional suffering, prisoners are encouraged to hold their feelings

inside, even when grieving over a death. When a parent or sibling dies, an inmate who

can pay for transportation may be granted a fleeting visit to the funeral home,

isolated from other family members for a 15-minute viewing of the body, her hands

still in cuffs and her feet shackled. If the loved one is not an immediate family

member (e.g. only an aunt or grandparent), a grief visit will be denied. Many inmates

learn of the deaths of loved ones weeks after they occur, through the mail. In the

aftermath, they must hide their pain; one woman was warned by a social worker not

to express her sorrow vocally, lest she be isolated from the general population and

placed on suicide watch:
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Meaning, you can cry in your room, but if you cry and are too emotional anywhere

else, you would be put in ‘‘lock’’ or back to maximum security. They are basically

saying that you cannot be upset, because everyone will think that something is

wrong with you.

Both the ‘‘heaven’’ and ‘‘hell’’ fantasy themes are passionate visions, but a more

down-to-earth view appears in the prison newspaper as well. This fantasy theme, which

I designate as ‘‘here,’’ constructs the prison as a place of extremity where resilient

women, finding themselves sorely tested, rise to the challenge of dealing with the

present and preparing for the future resourcefully. These narratives offer determined

examples of strategic, creative, and sometimes even humorous efforts to resist the

prison’s mechanisms of emotional and social obliteration. No doubt some of the

writers are too emotionally or educationally disadvantaged to act on their own advice,

but the fantasy theme of ‘‘here’’ allows the women to envision themselves as competent

agents capable of independent thought and action nonetheless.

A number of authors using ‘‘here’’ narratives focus on trying to maintain one’s

health in the prison setting, where diseases like HIV and hepatitis C are rampant and

medical care is hard to get. Although incarcerated women have few resources for

dealing with life-threatening infectious diseases or medical conditions, such as diabetes

and breast cancer, numerous articles offer basic facts on these ailments and urge readers

to stay well-informed. One writer tells inmates what to do when they believe prison

authorities are intentionally ignoring their requests for medical care*/according to

Farmer (2002) common concern in correctional facilities, well-grounded in evidence:

Utilize any ‘‘administrative remedies’’ available to you, and keep copies of any letter

or complaint that you have written to the medical department, the superintendent,

ombudsman, etc. Keep copies of any replies, or note any failure to reply to your

complaint. Try to retain more than one set of records, and try to keep one set of

records with someone on the outside, for safekeeping, in case yours is ‘‘lost.’’

Another author urges women with HIV to ‘‘start a journal and write down your

thoughts and questions you may have for your physician or counselor, and take all

prescribed medications.’’

Other writers focus on mental health issues. One woman encourages her fellow

inmates to ‘‘develop a humor habit’’ and laugh as often as possible: ‘‘Although I can’t

change my life, I can change my attitude. Laughter, real laughter, is my trick.’’

Another writer urges her fellow inmates to overcome their fears of rejection and keep

reaching out to their distant children, even when all they receive by return mail is

silence.

You may have no way of knowing whether or not your child is receiving your

correspondence, but if there is any chance that your child is receiving your letters,

you must continue to write on a regular basis, even if they never respond. Our

children need to know that our devotion to them is unwavering and that our love

for them is unconditional.

Prison imposes economic hardship on female inmates and their families. Many

inmates were the heads of single-parent households before they were imprisoned and
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have no other means of support. Yet while incarcerated, they need cash for necessities

like personal hygiene products and postage stamps. Some also try to supplement the

bland, starchy prison diet with a modest list of food and snack items stocked by the

prison commissary. The women must also pay any fines they are liable for, and some

try to send money home to their families as well. Therefore, they may work long

hours in the prison kitchen, the commissary, or the sewing factory, while others earn

small amounts as janitors, office assistants, or health care aides for mentally ill

inmates. These jobs pay very little, from about 58 cents an hour to $6 a day; yet some

writers see even these minuscule earnings as building blocks that can lead them

toward an independent life:

The money that we receive in this place should be spent very wisely because one day
we are leaving this place and who wants to leave here broke? If you can only save $5
a month, that is $60 more dollars (a year) that you can take with you home.

There are not enough jobs to go around, and not all inmates desire to work; some

occupy their time by taking classes whenever a rare vacancy opens up. The prison

offers classes in high school equivalency subjects, office skills, communication,

accounting, and vocational subjects like horticulture, upholstery, and hair styling.

Another writer of the ‘‘here’’ theme encourages her peers to

[U]se the time that we are sentenced to find something you can do to improve
yourself. If you can remember the words to your favorite rap, then you can
remember to stimulate your brain through education. In return, it will help you to
a marketable skill that will help you to prosper in life outside prison.

But waiting lists for the formal classes are long, and state funding only pays for

spaces for women under the age of 26. Many women are restless and bored. For some,

the newspaper itself offers a diversion, a sense of solidarity with other women, and a

place to exercise the intellect. They enjoy the discussions of current events, books, and

politics that journalism classes often involve. One woman writes:

This will really catch your attention because it is an enjoyable skill. It helps us to
expand in various areas of life. It is about enlightening other women, helping them
to motivate themselves, and giving them a push in a positive direction.

Another thanks the prison superintendent for allowing the women the privilege of

publishing a newspaper:

This paper gives each and every one of us who has a voice a chance to participate.
The articles are informative, entertaining and enlightening. Most of the stories
come from the heart. We would like to say Thank You for allowing us to do this
paper.

Some authors may write comments like these to curry favor with prison officials, but

others sincerely appreciate the role of the newspaper in their lives. Their articles

encourage others to get benefit from involvement as well.

Finally, a number of articles in the ‘‘here’’ fantasy theme express a cynical or playful

attitude that brings humor to a somber place. When a big-city paper sends a reporter

to interview some of the women at the Clara Barton prison, an inmate writer
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sarcastically critiques the melodramatic coverage. She observes that the professional

reporter has focused on the depression and despair of the women interviewed, to the

exclusion of all else. ‘‘The title gives the impression that all women at this facility sit in

their living areas and cry, ‘Poor me,’ ‘Why me?’ and ‘Not me,’’’ she complains. ‘‘What

about more attention given to healing, insight, overcoming obstacles, growth, self-

discovery, (and) learning?’’ Another author uses poetry to take ironic aim at a

practice that is anything but funny:

Hold your arms in front, handcuffs lock them in.

Spin toward the wall. Does this chain make me look thin?

Hold your right foot up as it’s shackled above your boot.

Now hold out the left. Aren’t these chains and padlocks cute?

We all fall in line, they’re between us with a gun

We’re chained, cuffed, shackled*/do they really think we’ll run?

Whenever incarcerated women write, Scheffler (2002) contends, they affirm their

own self-worth and condemn the institution that ‘‘attempts to destroy their humanity

in the name of justice’’ (p. xvii). Writing for Insight offers inmates a way to create alter-

native meanings from the experience of prison and to generate a sense of empowerment.

The arguments made by these articles affirm the authors’ value as human beings.

The fantasy themes identified here are central premises of the prison newspaper.

The ‘‘heaven’’ theme portrays the prison as a true penitentiary, an experience that

claims good out of evil by transforming the prisoner into a better person. In this view,

prison offers troubled women a chance to forsake the behaviors that led to

incarceration and claim new ways of being. The fantasy theme of ‘‘hell’’ describes

the prison as a place of punishment where the women’s social isolation produces

acute suffering. This bleak perspective puts special emphasis on the pain of

incarcerated women deprived of loving personal relationships and social support.

The ‘‘here’’ fantasy theme reveals the prison as a liminal space of extremity where

women faced with extraordinary challenges can rise to cope with them. Even if, in

reality, the inmates cannot carry out the solutions discussed in these narratives, this

viewpoint allows them to see themselves as capable agents in a social setting, ready to

act on their own behalf whenever conditions permit.

Conclusion: The Inside Value of Outsider Journalism

As a form of outsider journalism, prison newspapers are a type of alternative medium

created by people who are marginalized and despised by society. These publications

involve the creation of texts and meaning under conditions of explicit subjugation. As

such, they offer a valuable record of prison life as lived and interpreted by those closest

to the experience, but also provide important sites of ideological struggle over the

meaning and consequence of prison in society. Inmate newspapers construct a public

forum that allows incarcerated people to challenge society’s definitions of them with

oppositional meanings rich in lived experience, self-expression, and group vision.
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While prison newspapers enhance our understanding of prison life from the point

of view of inmates, their limited accessibility puts them, unfortunately, out of the

reach of most outside readers. Not only are these periodicals subject to threats and

constraints of every description, but also, in recent years, more existing papers have

shut down than new papers have emerged. Even where they survive, prison

newspapers are a truly ephemeral form of alternative media. They are not advertised,

reviewed, or celebrated; and, with a handful of exceptions, they are not catalogued,

preserved, or archived like other texts.

However, the valuable public space created by prison newspapers is treasured by its

authors and audiences, and should also be important to scholars of communication

and media. Through the outsider journalism of an inmate-created newspaper,

incarcerated women construct a rhetorical vision of the institution that shapes their

lives. They build community through shared narratives of personal transformation

and suffering and share small acts of resistance within a larger context of oppression.

The newspapers articulate the spirit of resistance and pragmatic creativity that may

enable some women to survive the prison experience with their sense of self more or

less intact. By allowing incarcerated people to imagine and construct their own

meanings of self and social relations, prison journalism provides a worthy tool of

transcendence and transformation.

Notes

[1] In part this may be due to the simple difficulty of obtaining such texts. Contemporary prison

publications are not readily available to outside audiences, or catalogued, preserved, or

archived like other newspapers or magazines, and surviving historical collections are

scattered and incomplete.

[2] Any single textual item submitted for publication by an inmate has been counted here as an

‘‘article.’’ This includes texts in conventional narrative or journalistic form as well as other

formats such as poetry, recipes, puzzles, cartoons with writing on them, or briefs.

Illustrations without textual messages are considered graphics and are too few to analyze;

most of the published illustrations were clip-art.

[3] According to the U.S. Department of Justice (2001), approximately 70% of prison inmates

perform at the two lowest measurable literacy levels; 11% percent of this group have learning

disabilities. Education programs in prisons, especially in women’s prisons, are quite limited,

often focusing on high school equivalency certification and vocational training. The women

working on the inmate newspaper displayed a broad array of literacy abilities, ranging from

very elementary levels to college-level fluencies.

[4] The inmate publication uses bylines and identifies the writers by name, but in order to protect

the privacy of the women, this article does not use their names. I also omit article headlines,

page numbers, dates, or other specific details that might facilitate the identification of a

specific writer. The institution and the publication are referred to by pseudonyms.
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